Abstract. In modeling of distributed systems with distributed sources large networks with RLC-elements and independent sources arise. This high complexity leads to a high effort in simulations. Therefore model reduction can be used to reduce these networks, preserving the behavior at the observed nodes in the networks. For the reduction of networks with a large number of independent sources only a weak reduction is enabled with standard model reduction techniques. In this paper an efficient reduction of networks with a large number of sources with piece-wise-linear waveforms is presented, using the decomposition of piece-wiselinear functions. With the proposed method a higher reduction of the network and/or a higher accuracy can be achieved with model reduction. The validity and efficiency of the proposed method is shown by reducing a RCI-Grid model.
Introduction
Since the early beginnings of circuit theory similarity and equivalence transformation of electrical networks are of strong interest. In the modeling of distributed systems, such as electromagnetic or thermal fields, with distributed sources very large networks are created. For example in electromagnetic fields in ICs the switching currents act like distributed sources or in thermal simulations of substrates the transistors act like distributed heat sources. For these very large networks a smaller network with approximated port behavior is required to allow for fast simulations. With the help of model order reduction and network synthesis it is possible to find such a reduced network Ludwig et al., 2008a; Radic et al., 2008) . ReplacCorrespondence to: S. Ludwig (ludwig@tet.uni-hannover.de) ing the original network with the reduced network enables investigations with a lower effort for simulations.
In our former work we have developed an efficient reduction method for networks with groups of distributed sources which have equal or proportional amplitudes (Ludwig et al., 2008a,b,c) . In this paper we extend this approach to sources with piece-wise-linear (PWL) waveforms (PWL-sources), which do not necessarily have equal or proportional amplitudes.
In this work the design flow for the approximative transformation of large passive electrical networks, which especially contain a high number of PWL-sources, is presented in Sect. 2. Firstly, the network is transformed with an equivalence-transformation in Sect. 2.1 to reduce the number of independent sources and to enhance the reduction process. Secondly, the network is reduced with an approximative transformation using model order reduction algorithms in Sect. 2.2. The efficiency of the complete reduction process is shown by reducing an example network in Sect. 3 and the paper is concluded in Sect. 4.
Transformation of networks with distributed sources
For the transformation of electrical networks the invariant as well as the approximative properties of the network have to be defined. Invariant properties are for example stability and passivity. Properties that can be approximated are the behavior at the nodes for the connection with other networks and electrical values that should be observed or measured. Also the behavior at the nodes where independent sources are connected can be approximated. Other properties, such as the number of elements or nodes or the behavior at nodes which are not of interest can be disregarded.
Distributed systems with distributed sources are modeled with passive RLC-elements a high number of independent sources. In state-of-the-art model reduction these and connected through ports and only the RLC-part is reduced (left path in Fig. 1 ). The advantage of this extraction is that only passive RLC-elements are used in the reducible model and the passivity of the whole model can be preserved during a model order reduction (Odabasioglu, 1998) . This leads to a passive reduced model and prevents unstable timedomain simulations. For networks with a large number of independent sources, this extraction produces a large number of ports. A large number of ports is a strong limitation for the model reduction (Silva, 2007b) . In many distributed systems the waveforms of the sources are not completely independent of each other. For equal or proportional waveforms of the sources, which are widely used in modeling, we have developed a method to describe these sources efficiently for model reduction (Ludwig, 2008a,b,c) . The idea is to reduce the number of independent sources in order to enable stronger reduction of the reducible part (dotted lines in Fig. 1 ) of the network. For these networks we propose an equivalence transformation (right path in Fig. 1 ) instead of the extraction of the sources. The basis-waveforms are given by one representative of each group and are realized with additional independent sources. The waveforms are copied into the network by replacing the distributed sources with controlled sources with a specific gain. As only the independent sources, representing a group of sources, have to be extracted and connected through ports, a network with a rethis way is generally not passive. The connection passive systems can lead to unstable time-domain tions and therefore a passive system is preferable. C sources connected with the additional independen are added. These sources act like dissipative elem dissipate exactly the amount of energy generated by trolled sources in the network and vice a versa. Th equivalent network is passive (Ludwig, 2008a,c) an ity can be preserved in the reduced model with the tion proposed in .
In models that are generated from measuremen tributed systems the sources in the model hav waveforms, which are not necessarily equal or tional. In the next section the described approac equivalence-transformation of the network is ext networks with PWL-sources.
Equivalence Transformation for the Reducti
Number of PWL-Sources
In this section we propose a method to describe PWL in a network for an efficient reduction. We cons works with sources, where the waveforms of the so described with continuous PWL-functions f q (t) on interval [0, T ] for which holds
according to the definition in (Aliprantis, 2005) . Every PWL-function describing a waveform of in the network is decomposed into PWL-basis-f The union of all basis-functions gives the comple functions space of the size b. The waveforms of a are now the linear combination of all b basis-funct tiplied with a corresponding weighting factor w i .
The basis-functions can be found for example method proposed in (Aliprantis, 2005) .
After their decomposition the PWL-functions h realized in the network. In the network every basis is realized with an independent PWL-source. The d sources in the network are replaced with controlled with the controlling values and gains correspondi linear combination of the basis-functions as in Eqn this method a network with equivalent behavior a of the network is generated, hence this modificat equivalence-transformation as shown in the righ independent sources are extracted from the RLC-part of the network and connected through ports and only the RLC-part is reduced (left path in Fig. 1 ). The advantage of this extraction is that only passive RLC-elements are used in the reducible model and the passivity of the whole model can be preserved during a model order reduction (Odabasioglu et al., 1998) . This leads to a passive reduced model and prevents unstable time-domain simulations. For networks with a large number of independent sources, this extraction produces a large number of ports. A large number of ports is a strong limitation for the model reduction (Silva et al., 2007b; . In many distributed systems the waveforms of the sources are not completely independent of each other. For equal or proportional waveforms of the sources, which are widely used in modeling, we have developed a method to describe these sources efficiently for model reduction (Ludwig et al., 2008a,b,c) . The idea is to reduce the number of independent sources in order to enable stronger reduction of the reducible part (dotted lines in Fig. 1 ) of the network. For these networks we propose an equivalence transformation (right path in Fig. 1 ) instead of the extraction of the sources. The basis-waveforms are given by one representative of each group and are realized with additional independent sources. The waveforms are copied into the network by replacing the distributed sources with controlled sources with a specific gain. As only the independent sources, representing a group of sources, have to be extracted and connected through ports, a network with a reduced number of ports is generated. The resulting network can be more efficiently reduced than the network with extracted sources . The network generated in this way is generally not passive. The connection of non-passive systems can lead to unstable time-domain simulations and therefore a passive system is preferable. Controlled sources connected with the additional independent sources are added. These sources act like dissipative elements that dissipate exactly the amount of energy generated by the controlled sources in the network and vice a versa. Thereby the equivalent network is passive (Ludwig et al., 2008a,c) and passivity can be preserved in the reduced model with the description proposed in Ludwig et al. (2008c) .
In models that are generated from measurements of distributed systems the sources in the model have PWLwaveforms, which are not necessarily equal or proportional. In the next section the described approach for an equivalence-transformation of the network is extended to networks with PWL-sources.
Equivalence transformation for the reduction of the number of PWL-sources
In this section we propose a method to describe PWL-sources in a network for an efficient reduction. We consider networks with sources, where the waveforms of the sources are described with continuous PWL-functions f q (t) on a closed interval [0, T ] for which holds
according to the definition in Aliprantis et al. (2005) . Every PWL-function describing a waveform of a source in the network is decomposed into PWL-basis-functions. The union of all basis-functions gives the complete basisfunctions space of the size b. The waveforms of all sources are now the linear combination of all b basis-functions multiplied with a corresponding weighting factor w i .
The basis-functions can be found for example with the method proposed in Aliprantis et al. (2005) .
After their decomposition the PWL-functions have to be realized in the network. In the network every basis-function is realized with an independent PWL-source. The distributed sources in the network are replaced with controlled sources, with the controlling values and gains corresponding to the Adv. Radio Sci., 7, [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] 2009 www.adv-radio-sci.net/7/113/2009/ linear combination of the basis-functions as in Eq. (3). With this method a network with equivalent behavior at the pins of the network is generated, hence this modification is an equivalence-transformation as shown in the right path in Fig. 1 . If the number of basis-functions is lower than the number of distributed PWL-sources in the original network, with this method a network with a lower number of independent PWLsources can be generated. By extracting the lower number of independent PWL-sources a reducible network with a lower number of ports can be generated, which can be more efficiently reduced. Additionally, the reducible part of the network is still passive and reciprocal by adding appropriate controlled sources to the additional independent sources for the basis-functions, as described earlier in this section.
The difference compared to the former method for groups of waveforms with equal or proportional amplitude is that not for every group of waveforms an independent source is added but every basis-function is realized with an independent source. The distributed sources inside the network are again replaced by controlled sources, which are now not only controlled by the representative source for each group but by all additional independent sources.
Approximative transformation using a Model Order Reduction (MOR)
Model order reduction algorithms based on projection are commonly used for the reduction of large systems of electrical networks . The advantage of the projection methods is the simple implementation and the low computational effort for the construction of the reduced model. For MOR the electrical network of the model has to be described as a system of differential algebraic equations in the form of
using modified nodal analysis, where the number of equations N is defined as the order of the system. p is the number of ports. The positive definite system matrices C, G∈R N×N contain the stamps for capacitors, inductors and resistors. The input and output vectors u, y are related with the system vector x∈R N through ports with the help of the matrices B, L∈R N×p , B=L. The matrix transfer function H∈C p×p of the system is given by
Circuit equations of typical networks have system matrices that are very sparse, even though the order N is quite large. For the reduction we use the approach proposed in Phillips and Silveira (2005) . Firstly a number of real frequency points s i is defined and for every frequency point
for capacitors, inductors and reput vectors u, y are related with hrough ports with the help of the L. The matrix transfer function given by
l networks have system matrices hough the order N is quite large. e approach proposed in (Phillips, eal frequency points s i is defined nt
e orthogonal column span of U(: es in S can be used for choosing connected as a two-dimensional grid with 50x50 nodes a pins at two opposite corners of the network. Between ery node in the 50x50 grid and the ground node a cap itor is connected, which amounts to 2500 capacitors. T values of the elements are randomly chosen in the rang 1 ± 0.5ohm and 0.1 ± 0.05F for the resistors and pacitors, respectively. Between 55 arbitrary chosen nod in the network and the ground node independent curr sources with PWL-waveforms are connected. Some exa ples for the PWL-waveforms used in the example are sho is calculated. By combining all z i in Z = [z 1 , z 2 , ..., z i ] and using a singular value decomposition
the projection matrix T is the orthogonal column span of U(:, 1 : q) and the singular values in S can be used for choosing the reduced order and for error estimation (Phillips and Silveira, 2005) , as only the dominant singular vectors corresponding to the q largest singular values are used for the projection matrix. With the projection matrix T the system vector is changed with x=Tx. The reduced system matrices are calculated with
If the projection matrix is real, this method preserves the passivity of suitably described systems (Odabasioglu et al., 1998) . The order reduced transfer function
with H∈C p×p is generated, with an order n N of the system matrices. The reduced system closely matches the inputoutput-behavior of the original model, H≈H (Phillips and Silveira, 2005) . In the last step for the approximative transformation of the network, the reduced system is synthesized as an electrical network, for example with a method described in Palenius and Roos (2004); Yang et al. (2007) ; Ludwig et al. (2008a) .
With this transformation a smaller network can be found. In the resulting network, properties like passivity are preserved while the behavior at the pins is approximately the same as in the original network.
Results for an example RCI-grid
As an example a network grid as shown in Fig. 2 is used. The example grid contains resistors, capacitors and independent current PWL-sources. The 4900 resistors of our example are connected as a two-dimensional grid with 50×50
www.adv-radio-sci.net/7/113/2009/ Adv. Radio Sci., 7, [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] 2009 in Fig. 3 . All waveforms can be decomposed into the three basis-waveforms shown in Fig. 4 . With the standard method of extracting all independent sources the system has 57 ports. If the waveforms of the independent sources are decomposed into the three basiswaveforms and the equivalence-transformation in Sect. 2.1 is used, only three independent sources are necessary. This results in only five ports of the reducible part of the network. With this description the behavior at the two pins of the model is not changed. Notably the system of the equivalencetransformed network can be, already before the reduction with MOR, calculated almost four times faster due to the lower number of ports (Tab. 1). Both system descriptions are reduced with the PMTBR algorithm as described in Sect. 2.2. One hundred expansion points s i are equally distributed in the frequency range range of interest 10 −5 ≤ f ≤ 10 5 and used for the generation of the projection matrix. In Fig. 5 the singular values S of the system with extracted sources and the equivalence-transformed system are shown. It can be seen that the singular values of the system after equivalencetransformation decay faster, which means that the reduced systems will be smaller and more accurate. For comparison both systems are first reduced to the same order of n = 40. Secondly both systems are reduced to a maximal singular value of 10 −1 , resulting in an order of n = 40 for the system of the equivalence-transformed network and n = 165 for the system of the network with extracted sources. The possible MATLAB-speed-up of the reduction of both systems is shown in Tab show a good agreement with the original system, as shown for the transfer function Z 11 in Fig. 6 . However, since the reduced system of the equivalence-transformed network is smaller, it can be faster simulated than the reduced system of the network with extracted sources (52x in comparison to 9.4x, Tab. 1). For the same order, the speed-up of the system with extracted sources is almost as high as for the equivalence-transformed system (42x and 52x, Tab. 1). Nevertheless, the reduced system of the equivalence-transformed network is more accurate ( Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ). With this example it is shown, that the proposed method of equivalence-transformation with the decomposition of the waveforms as an additional step before the reduction leads to smaller and therefore faster models than the standard method of extracting all PWL-sources. Also it was shown, that for the same size of the reduced system our equivalence-transformation before reduction leads to more accurate models. For investigations with SPICE-like simulators the smallest reduced system that is close enough to the original, which is 
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, resulting in an order of n = 40 for the sysf the equivalence-transformed network and n = 165 for stem of the network with extracted sources. The pos-ATLAB-speed-up of the reduction of both systems is in Tab. 1. The transfer functions of the reduced sys- extracted sources (52x in comparison to 9.4x, Tab. 1). For the same order, the speed-up of the system with extracted sources is almost as high as for the equivalence-transformed system (42x and 52x, Tab. 1). Nevertheless, the reduced system of the equivalence-transformed network is more accurate ( Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ). With this example it is shown, that the proposed method of equivalence-transformation with the decomposition of the waveforms as an additional step before the reduction leads to smaller and therefore faster models than the standard method of extracting all PWL-sources. value of 10 −1 , resulting in an order of n=40 for the system of the equivalence-transformed network and n=165 for the system of the network with extracted sources. The possible MATLAB-speed-up of the reduction of both systems is shown in Table 1 . The transfer functions of the reduced systems with the maximal singular value of 10 −1 show a good agreement with the original system, as shown for the transfer function Z 11 in Fig. 6 . However, since the reduced system of the equivalence-transformed network is smaller, it can be faster simulated than the reduced system of the network with extracted sources (52× in comparison to 9.4×, Table 1 ). For the same order, the speed-up of the system with extracted sources is almost as high as for the equivalence-transformed system (42× and 52×, Table 1 ). Nevertheless, the reduced system of the equivalence-transformed network is more accurate (Figs. 6 and 7). With this example it is shown, that the proposed method of equivalence-transformation with the decomposition of the waveforms as an additional step before the reduction leads to smaller and therefore faster models than the standard method of extracting all PWL-sources. Also it was shown, that for the same size of the reduced system our equivalence-transformation before reduction leads to more accurate models. For investigations with SPICE-like simulators the smallest reduced system that is close enough to the original, which is Adv. Radio Sci., 7, [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] 2009 www.adv-radio-sci.net/7/113/2009/ the proposed method of equivalence-transformation with the decomposition of the waveforms as an additional step before the reduction leads to smaller and therefore faster models than the standard method of extracting all PWL-sources. Also it was shown, that for the same size of the reduced system our equivalence-transformation before reduction leads to more accurate models. For investigations with SPICE-like simulators the smallest reduced system that is close enough to the original, which is the equivalence-transformed network reduced with PMTBR (last line in Tab. 1) is synthesized with the method described in . The resulting network is smaller (Tab. 2) than the original network and simulations are around ten times faster. As an example the good agreement of the net- work behavior at the pins can be seen for a simulation of the voltage fluctuation at pin1 in Fig. 8 . the equivalence-transformed network reduced with PMTBR (last line in Table 1 ) is synthesized with the method described in . The resulting network is smaller (Table 2 ) than the original network and simulations are around ten times faster. As an example the good agreement of the network behavior at the pins can be seen for a simulation of the voltage fluctuation at pin1 in Fig. 8 .
Conclusions
In this paper, an efficient reduction process of networks with a large number of PWL-sources is presented. The former developed method of an equivalence-transformation instead of extracting sources is extended to PWL-waveforms which are decomposed into basis-functions. The validity and efficiency of the proposed method is shown by reducing a RCI-Grid model. With the proposed reduction process a higher reduction and a higher accuracy can be achieved. This results in smaller and/or more accurate networks generated with the reduction process.
